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The distribution pattern of metals as active centers on a substrate can influence the peroxymonosulfate
(PMS) activation and contaminants degradation. Herein, atomic layer deposition is applied to prepare
Cu single atom (SA-Cu), cluster (C-Cu), and film (F-Cu) decorated MXene catalysts by regulating the
number of deposition cycles. In comparison with SA-Cu-MXene (adsorption energy (Eads) = �4.236 eV)
and F-Cu-MXene (Eads = �3.548 eV), PMS is shown to adsorb preferably on the C-Cu-MXene surface for
activation (Eads = �5.435 eV), realizing higher utilization efficiency. More SO4

�� are generated in
C-Cu-MXene/PMS systemwith steady-state concentration and 1–3 orders of magnitude higher than those
in the SA-Cu-MXene and F-Cu-MXene activated PMS systems. Particularly, the contribution of SO4

�� oxida-
tion to sulfamethoxazole (SMX) degradation followed the order, C-Cu-MXene (97.3%) > SA-Cu-MXene (90.
4%) > F-Cu-MXene (71.9%), realizing the larger SMX degradation rate in the C-Cu-MXene/PMS systemwith
the degradation rate constants (k) at 0.0485 min�1. Additionally, SMX degradation routes in C-Cu-MXene/
PMS system are found with fewer toxic intermediates. Through this work, we highlighted the importance
of guided design of heterogeneous catalysts in the PMS system. Appropriate metal distribution patterns
need to be selected according to the actual water treatment demand. Metal sites could be then fully
utilized to produce specific active species to improve the utilization efficiency of the oxidants.

� 2023 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier LTD on behalf of Chinese Academy of Engineering and
Higher Education Press Limited Company. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Recently, peroxymonosulfate (PMS)-based Fenton-like reaction
has received increasing attention for wastewater treatment [1].
The active species with high oxidation activity such as hydroxyl
radicals (�OH), sulfate radicals (SO4

��), and singlet oxygen (1O2)
can be generated in a PMS system for organic contaminants degra-
dation [2–4]. The homogeneous Fenton-like reactions with high
metal atom utilization (�100%) have been extensively employed
in water treatment [5]. Nonetheless, the homogeneous catalysts
cannot be recycled, bringing secondary pollution, which requires
further safe disposal [6].

The heterogeneous system integrates the merits of more toler-
ance towards strong acid or base conditions and well-recyclability
compared with the homogeneous one, which has aroused increas-
ing attention [7]. Currently, heterogeneous catalysts such as metal
oxides and metal-loaded carbon materials (e.g., activated carbon,
carbon nanotube, biochar, and graphene oxide) have been investi-
gated intensively [8–11]. The above catalysts play an overwhelm-
ing role in Fenton-like oxidation processes. Nevertheless,
heterogeneous catalysis usually occurs on a catalyst surface with
low atomic utilization efficiency. Only a small fraction of the met-
als exhibited catalytic activity, owing to the inevitable aggregation
of hundreds or thousands of metal atoms in the catalyst. Moreover,
metal leakage may occur when excessive metals and metal oxides
are used in the Fenton-like reactions. Consequently, more efficient
and stable catalysts are needed to be developed urgently, in order
to be able to achieve rapid release and effective utilization of active
species.

Single-atom catalysts with high atom utilization efficiency, as
well as complete exposure of the active sites and high catalytic
activity, are desirable in heterogeneous systems [12–14]. However,
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a sharp increase in the free energy was observed on the metal sur-
face due to the increase of the specific surface area, such as when
metal particles were reduced to a single-atom level [15]. Also,
migration and agglomeration of the atoms during preparation
and reaction processes can result in catalyst deactivation. Sub-
nanometallic clusters with size between single atoms and
nanoparticles (NPs) exhibited ring, close-packed, or cage-like
structures with stronger interactions between atoms [16]. Clusters
with higher stability provided continuous active sites for catalytic
reactions compared with Single-atom catalysts. In addition, clus-
ters with high surface-to-volume ratios allowed for higher metal
utilization than larger-size NPs. Also, the metal–metal bonds and
defined low-core metal active centers in clusters showed unique
catalytic performance. For the first time, Peng et al. [17] prepared
Enteromorpha-derived iron–nitrogen–carbon (Fe-N-C) catalysts by
pyrolysis and observed Fe clusters and atomically dispersed
Fe-Nx sites. The Fe-N-C/PMS system exhibited high activity in
degrading organic pollutants. Noticeably, the metal distribution
modes (single atoms, clusters, and NPs) have influenced the active
sites of catalysts, which in turn affected the active species produc-
tion and oxidation selectivity during pollutants degradation. How-
ever, the effect of metal distribution modes on PMS activity is still
lacking in literature, especially, with respect to contaminants
degradation role by metal distribution-based persulfate [18]. The
activation mechanism of different metal distribution modes such
as adsorption energy and charge transfer in the PMS system
remained unclear.

Cu-based catalysts, with diverse activation pathways, are
regarded as one of the most effective catalysts to activate PMS
(Table S1 in Appendix A) [13]. Furthermore, MXene with unique
two-dimensional (2D) layerednanostructure and sheet surface elec-
tronegativity, promotes the uniform distribution of metals [12].
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) possesses the advantages of uniform
deposition and controlled process, which were exploited in this
study to gain atomic-level control of catalyst composition and struc-
ture [19]. Sulfamethoxazole (SMX) is one of the common antibiotics
among the top three used sulfonamides, which poses a serious
threat to humans and the ecological environment [12,20]. Therefore,
SMX was selected as the target pollutant in this work [20,21]. The
single atom (SA), cluster (C), and film (F) of Cu were deposited on
the surface of MXene (denoted as SA-Cu-MXene, C-Cu-MXene, and
F-Cu-MXene, respectively) by ALD for SMX degradation in a
Fenton-like system. The objectives of this study are as follows:
①Prepare Cu-decorated MXene samples in a controlled manner
with emphasis on the characterization of Cu single atoms and clus-
ters; ②investigate the performance of three Cu-decorated MXene
samples for PMS activation; ③study the generation and contribu-
tion rule of active species in Cu-MXene/PMS systems; ④discuss
the adsorptionenergyandcharge transferof C-Cu-MXene in thepro-
cess of PMS activation by the density functional theory (DFT); and
finally ⑤explore the pathways and toxicity changes during SMX
degradation in different Cu-decorated MXene/PMS systems. The
work is aimed to provide a precise strategy for Cu-decoratedMXene
preparation. Accordingly, the influence rule of Cu distribution pat-
tern on PMS activation was systematically elucidated, which can
offer theoretical guidance to utilize metal sites efficiently and regu-
late the oxidation process based on the goal orientation in a PMS-
based advanced oxidation system.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Chemicals

All chemicals were utilized directly in the experiments without
further purification. The deionized water was served as solvent.
2

The Ti3C2-based MXene nanosheets was fabricated by etching the
Al layers of Ti3AlC2 ceramic in HCl/LiF solution [1]. The diethyl zinc
(Et2Zn, > 99.9%) and dimethylamino-2-propoxide (Cu(damp)2,
> 99.9%) precursors were ordered from Nanjing Aimouyuan Scien-
tific Equipment Co. Ltd. Sulfamethoxazole as the target contami-
nant and acetic acid were provided by Nine Ding Chemistry
Company (Shanghai, China). Tert-butyl alcohol sodium carbonate
(Na2CO3), L-histidine, methanol, furfuryl alcohol (FFA), nitroben-
zene (NB), 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline-N-oxide (DMPO) and 2,2,6,
6-tetramethyl-4-piperidone (TEMP) were supplied by Shanghai
Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd. (China). Benzoic acid
(BA) was provided by Alfa Aesar company (the United Kingdom).
Potassium monoperoxysulfate (PMS; 2KHSO5�KHSO4�K2SO4),
sodium acetate, borax and boric acid were obtained from Tianjin
Heowns Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd. (China). Sodium thiosul-
fate pentahydrate was offered by Tianjin North Tianyi Co., Ltd.
(China). Chloroform was acquired from Tianjin Real&Lead
Chemical Co., Ltd. (China). High purity nitrogen (N2, 99.999%)
was available from Haolun Gas Company (Tianjin, China).

2.2. Synthesis of Cu-decorated MXene catalysts

The Cu-decorated MXene samples were synthesized using an
ALD reactor (MNT-S100-L3S1; Jiangsu MNT Micro and Nanotech
Co., Ltd, China). Specifically, 0.1500 g Ti3C2-based MXene was
added to the ALD chamber. The deposition was performed at
120 �C. During this process, high-purity N2 was introduced into
the ALD chamber as a carrier gas at a flow rate of 50 standard cubic
centimeter per minute (sccm). Cu was obtained by the self-limiting
reactions between Et2Zn and Cu(damp)2. Cu(damp)2 and Et2Zn
were maintained at 100 and 25 �C using the heated hood, respec-
tively. Both precursors were pulsed into the ALD chamber alter-
nately and chemisorbed onto the MXene powder. The residual
precursors and by-products were purged out sufficiently by N2.
Importantly, 50–200 consecutive pulses of Cu(damp)2 followed
by 50–200 consecutive pulses of Et2Zn were applied to ensure ade-
quate adsorption in one deposition cycle. Clearly, one ALD cycle
employed in this study consisted of a 2 s pulse, 5 s exposure, and
20 s purge of Cu(damp)2, then 0.5 s pulse, 5 s exposure, and 20 s
purge of Et2Zn. After 1, 3, and 150 deposition cycles, the
Cu-decorated MXene catalysts were successfully fabricated.

2.3. Characterization of Cu-decorated MXene catalysts

The morphology of the catalysts was observed using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM; Genimi 500; Zeiss, Germany) and a
transmission electron microscope (TEM; JEM-2100F, JEOL, Japan).
The crystal structure and plane spacing of the catalysts were
obtained by high resolution transmission electron microscope
(HRTEM; JEM-2100F, JEOL, Japan). The elemental distribution in
the catalysts was observed by an X-ray energy dispersive spec-
trometer (EDS; Ultim Extreme, United Kingdom) and an
aberration-corrected high-angle annular dark-field scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy (AC-HAADF-STEM; Titan Cubed The-
mis G2300, Netherlands). The crystalline phase of the catalyst
was determined by an X-ray diffractometer (XRD; Smart Lab;
Rigku, Japan). The surface functional groups were determined via
Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR; Nicolet iN10,
Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). The surface elemental composition
was analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS; Thermo
Scientific K-Alpha+, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) with a
monochromatic Al-Ka source (1486.6 eV) for excitation. Raman
spectra were collected with a micro Raman imaging spectrometer
(DXR3xi; Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). The N2 adsorption–des-
orption characteristics of the samples were determined by a sur-
face area analyzer (Autosorb-1-C; Quantachrome Instrument,
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USA) at �196 �C. The reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the system
were verified by an electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR; Bruker
E 500, BioSpin, Germany). X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS)
spectra were collected at the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(BSRF, China) in transmission mode on the 1W1B beamline. The Cu
K-edge extended X-Ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spec-
troscopy was recorded in transmission mode. Two scans were per-
formed on a particular sample, and the linearity and peak position
of the Cu K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES)
spectrum did not change significantly. The XAFS spectra of stan-
dard samples (Cu2O, CuO, and Cu foil) were recorded in transmis-
sion mode. The atlas was processed and analyzed by the software
code Athena and Artemis (USA). The mineralization rate of
wastewater was determined by the total organic carbon analyzer
(TOC; TOC-L, Shimadzu, Japan). The degradation intermediates
and potential degradation routes of SMX were analyzed via liquid
chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC–MS; LC-20AD, Shimadzu,
Japan).

2.4. Batch experiments and analytical methods

The catalyst activity was evaluated in a beaker (150 mL) with
continuous stirring at temperature (T) at 25 �C. Typically, the cata-
lyst powder (0.5 g�L�1) was added to SMX (15 mg�L�1) borax buffer
solution (pH = 7). The solution pH was kept stable throughout the
reactions. Subsequently, a certain amount of PMS was added to the
system. At specific time intervals, 0.9 mL of the solution was col-
lected from the mixture using a syringe and filtered through a
0.22 lm membrane. Immediately, it was added to a glass vial con-
taining 0.1 mL of Na2S2O3 (0.5 mol�L�1) to ensure the suspension of
reactions. The probes, including 10 mmol�L�1 FFA, 10 mmol�L�1 NB,
and 10 mmol�L�1 BA were applied to determine the ROS in Cu-
decorated MXene/PMS systems. The SMX concentration was mea-
sured by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC; Agress
1100, China) equippedwith a C18 column (4.6mm� 150mm� 5 l
m) and ultraviolet (UV) detector at 264 nm [22]. The PMS utiliza-
tion was measured by iodine titration.

2.5. DFT calculation process

The DFT calculations were performed by the Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package [23–27]. The Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
exchange–correlation function and projector-augmented wave
scheme were applied to describe ion–electron exchange–correla-
tion [27,28]. The energy cutoff for the plane wave basis set was
450 eV. The DFT-D3 method was utilized to consider the correction
of the van der Waals interaction [29]. The Brillouin zone was sam-
pled with a gamma-centered grid of 2 � 2� 1 throughout the com-
putational process [30]. During geometry optimization, the force
on each atom was set to 0.02 eV/Å. A vacuum region of 20 Å along
the vertical direction was added to avoid the interaction in the
adjacent periodic images. The adsorption energy of PMS was calcu-
lated according to Eq. (1),

Eads ¼ Etotal � Esub � EPMS ð1Þ
where Etotal is the total energy of the PMS adsorbed on the substrate,
Esub and EPMS are the energies of the clean substrate and PMS mole-
cule, respectively.
Fig. 1. The AC-HAADF-STEM images of (a) and (b) SA-Cu-MXene (Red circles); (c)
and (d) C-Cu-MXene (Yellow circles).
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characteristics of Cu-decorated MXene

According to SEM, TEM, and HRTEM images, the copper oxide
was deposited successfully on the MXene surface (Fig. S1 in Appen-
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dix A). The (002) and (�111) planes of CuO were recognized
through the XRD pattern (Fig. S2 in Appendix A). Moreover, the
surface functional groups (e.g., OAH and C@O) in Cu-decorated
MXene samples could be observed by FTIR spectra (Fig. S2). Also,
the SA-Cu-MXene and C-Cu-MXene showed the presence of more
defects than F-Cu-MXene (Fig. S2). EDS mapping confirmed that
Cu film was distributed uniformly on the MXene substrate
(Fig. S3 in Appendix A). No manifested interaction between Cu
and C atoms can be found (Figs. S4–S6 in Appendix A). The total
Cu content rose from 0.15 at% to 1.3 at% with the ALD cycles from
1 to 150. (Fig. S6(d)). From combined HRTEM and XRD analysis, it
could be speculated that partial Cu atoms might be anchored on
the MXene surface via metal–oxygen bonds. However, the accurate
coordination environment of Cu should be further confirmed by
XAFS analysis.

The difference between Cu single-atoms and clusters on the
MXene surface could be identified by AC-HAADF-STEM observa-
tion. As shown in Figs. 1(a) and (b), the bright spots with a
single-atom size were distributed on the surface of SA-Cu-
MXene. Visibly, Cu atoms were successfully loaded. Under suitable
pulse frequency and ALD cycle, the Cu atom agglomeration could
be kept to a minimum and mainly remained in the form of
micro-clusters. As depicted in Figs. 1(c) and (d), Cu clusters (yellow
circles) were noticed on the MXene surface after three cycles of
deposition. However, improper sampling might lead to ‘‘defective
pixels” in the scanning process, resulting in misjudgment of Cu
atoms.

XANES and extended EXAFS were applied to further character-
ize the atomic dispersion and coordination environments of the
catalysts. The XANES was performed at the Cu K-edge, with
Cu2O, CuO, and Cu foil as the references. As shown in Fig. 2(a),
the sample absorption edge was close to the one of Cu2O and Cu
standards. Obviously, the Cu valence state in C-Cu-MXene was
likely to be higher than that of metallic Cu0 but lower than that
of Cu1+. As illustrated in Fig. 2(b), the C-Cu-MXene showed two
main peaks at 1.5 and 2.2 Å, corresponding to the first Cu–O and
the second Cu–Cu coordination shells, respectively [13]. The



Fig. 2. (a) XANES spectra at the Cu K-edge with CuO, Cu2O, and Cu foil as references; (b) The Fourier transform (FT) EXAFS spectra of the Cu foil, Cu2O, CuO, and C-Cu-MXene
samples; (c) EXAFS fitting curve of C-Cu-MXene; (d) WT plot of the Cu K-edge EXAFS for C-Cu-MXene sample and reference materials. R: the coordination bond length. b: the
wave vector.
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results indicated that Cu atoms were transformed into clusters and
bonded to O atoms.

EXAFS fitting curves are shown in Fig. 2(c). In comparison with
the wavelet transform (WT) plot of Cu2O and CuO (Fig. 2(d)), the
weak intensity of C-Cu-MXene was detected near 5.5–6 Å�1, in
accordance with the Cu–O path [31]. The WT contour plot of the
C-Cu-MXene showed one intensity maximum at 7.5 Å�1, associ-
4

ated with the Cu–Cu path in the second coordination shell [14].
These results provided further evidence for the formation of Cu
clusters in the C-Cu-MXene catalyst. To further study the local
structure and coordination environment of the Cu atoms in C-Cu-
MXene, EXAFS was employed for further identification (Fig. 2(c)).
According to the R-space fitting of the EXAFS parameters
(Table S2 in Appendix A), the coordination number of the Cu 2nd
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shell was approximately 5.20 and the average bond length of Cu
was 2.52 Å. Cu5 was regarded as the dominant Cu species. Further-
more, the coordination features of O 1st could be determined to be
1.21 in the C-Cu-MXene sample (Table S2).
3.2. Catalytic performance with different Cu distribution patterns

Fig. 3(a) showed the SMX degradation rate in Cu-decorated
MXene/PMS systems. The SMX degradation rate was about 65.4%
within 60 min in an SA-Cu-MXene system, which was 42.4% higher
than that obtained in MXene/PMS system. Clearly, the single atom
Cu played a significant role in PMS activation. Notably, the SMX
degradation rate increased by 73.9% with the addition of C-Cu-
MXene within 60 min compared with the control system. Obvi-
ously, C-Cu-MXene has affected the degradation of the contami-
nants in the PMS system considerably, which could be attributed
to the high reactivity and selectivity of Cu clusters on the MXene
surface. In comparison, the SMX degradation rate increased by only
16.2% after adding F-Cu-MXene, hence improving the PMS activa-
tion slightly. Additionally, the SMX degradation rate constants (k)
were calculated as 0.0215, 0.0485, and 0.0082 min�1 for SA-Cu-
MXene, C-Cu-MXene, and F-Cu-MXene based catalysts, respec-
tively, in the PMS system.
Fig. 3. (a) SMX concentration variation as a function of time with different catalysts in PM
of PMS in different catalytic systems; (d) reaction rate constant normalized according to
0 min (C0(catalyst)) = 0.5 g�L�1; C0(PMS) = 1.2 mmol�L�1; C0(SMX) = 15 mg�L�1.
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Sequential experiments were carried out to investigate the
reusability of the C-Cu-MXene catalyst. As illustrated in Fig. 3(b),
the SMX degradation rate in C-Cu-MXene /PMS system was greater
than 95% within 60 min after five cycles, exhibiting stable perfor-
mance. Fig. 3(c) showed the PMS consumption in different catalytic
systems. The PMS utilization rates were 58.0%, 76.8%, and 37.9% in
the presence of SA-Cu-MXene, C-Cu-MXene, and F-Cu-MXene
within 120 min, respectively. Moreover, the effective utilization
rate of PMS in each system was calculated based on Text S2 in
Appendix A. Effective utilization of PMS reached the optimum in
the C-Cu-MXene system (about 61%), higher than those in the
SA-Cu-MXene (48%) and F-Cu-MXene (21%). Obviously, the PMS
activation efficiency was improved more evidently by the Cu clus-
ter than single atom Cu and Cu film-loaded MXene. Worth men-
tioning, it was not straightforward to accurately control the Cu
content and maintain consistency in the present experiments.
Therefore, the quantitative relationship between the Cu content
and the reaction constant was established. The Cu content of SA-
Cu-MXene, C-Cu-MXene, and F-Cu-MXene catalysts were 0.15%,
0.26%, and 1.30%, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3(d), the k values
under unit Cu content were normalized. Obviously, the k values
per unit Cu content were 0.143 (single atom), 0.187 (clusters),
and 0.006 min�1 (films), respectively. The above results indicated
S system; (b) recycling test of C-Cu-MXene/PMS for SMX degradation; (c) utilization
Cu content. Reaction conditions: T = 25 �C; pH = 7.4; the catalyst concentrations at
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that C-Cu-MXene possessed excellent performance for PMS activa-
tion and contaminants degradation.

The effect of solution pH (5.0, 7.4, and 9.0) on SMX removal effi-
ciency was explored in C-Cu-MXene/PMS system (Fig. S7 in Appen-
dix A). The C-Cu-MXene/PMS system in the neutral environments
(pH 7.4) exhibited excellent performance for SMX degradation
(>99%). Comparatively, the SMXremoval ratewasonly49.78%under
acidic conditions (pH 5.0), whichmight contribute to the quenching
of �OH and SO4

�� by H+. Moreover, SO4
�� reacted with OH� under alka-

line conditions, leading to the reduction of the oxidation capacity to
SMX. The k values of SMX degradation were 0.0056, 0.0485, and
0.0064 min�1 in the C-Cu-MXene/PMS system at the solution pH
of 5.0, 7.4, and 9.0, respectively. Therefore, superior performance
was obtained under conditions of pH-neutral media.

3.3. Oxidation pathways with different Cu distribution patterns

EPR experiment was further conducted to detect 1O2, �OH, SO4
��

and O2
�� species. Generally, DMPO was used as a trapping agent for

�OH, SO4
��, and O2

��, while TEMP was applied for trapping of singlet
oxygen (1O2). As shown in Fig. 4(a), a strong signal with an inten-
sity ratio of 1:1:1 was observed for Cu-decorated MXene samples,
demonstrating the generation of 1O2 [32]. Besides, a signal with an
intensity ratio of 1:2:2:1 was noticed (Fig. 4(b)), which was attrib-
uted to the DMPO-�OH adduct [33]. In addition, obvious signal
peaks with intensities of 1:1:1:1 could be seen in the Cu-
decorated MXene/PMS systems (Fig. 4(c)), which was identified
as the DMPO-O2

�� adduct.
Particularly, the unique intensity of TEMP-1O2, DMPO-�OH, and

DMPO-O2
�� increased gradually with time while the signal of

DMPO-SO4
�� (1:1:1:1:1:1:1) has only changed slightly, indicating

the consistent generation of 1O2, �OH and O2
��. Thus, 1O2, �OH, SO4

��,
and O2

�� were formed in PMS catalytic systems, which might con-
tribute to the SMX degradation.

Chemical probe experiments were conducted for qualitative
and quantitative analysis of active species in different PMS cat-
alytic systems. Typically, BA was used to detect the presence of
�OH and SO4

�� (k(�OH, BA) = 4.2 � 109 mol�L�1�s�1 and k SO��
4 ; BAð Þ =

1.2 � 109 mol�L�1�s�1) [34,35]. NB could identify �OH (k(�OH, NB) =
4.7 � 109 mol�L�1�s�1) [5,35]. Besides, FFA was applied to measure
1O2, �OH, and SO4

�� (kð 1O2 ;FFAÞ = 1.2 � 108 mol�L�1�s�1, k(�OH, FFA) = 1.5
� 1010 mol�L�1�s�1, and k SO��

4 ; FFAð Þ = 3.7 � 109 mol�L�1�s�1)

[34–36]. As demonstrated in Fig. 4(d), FFA was degraded completely
while only 65.8% of NB and 90.8% of BA were decomposed within
60 min in SA-Cu-MXene/PMS system. The reaction rate constants
of NB, BA, and FFA were calculated and found to be 0.0185, 0.0340,
and 0.2472 min�1, respectively, revealing the major active species
1O2 and SO4

��. As shown in Fig. 4(e), the degradation rate of BA and
FFA reached up to nearly 100% and that of NB achieved only 68.2%
within 20 min. Interestingly, the degradation rate constants of NB,
BA, and FFA were 0.0203, 0.1240, and 0.4980 min�1, respectively.
The results reflected the poor contribution of �OH in the C-Cu-
MXene/PMS system. Comparatively, the reaction rate constants of
BA, NB, and FFA were 0.0047, 0.0065, and 0.0339 min�1 in the F-
Cu-MXene/PMS system, respectively (Fig. 4(f)). The results indicated
the lowest PMS activation efficiency by the Cu film.

The steady-state concentration of 1O2, SO4
��, and �OH was calcu-

lated (Fig. 4(g)). Comparatively, the steady-state concentration of
SO4

�� was higher in C-Cu-MXene/PMS system. Particularly, the 1O2

concentration reached the highest (4.7 � 10�10 mol�L�1�s�1) and
was one and two orders of magnitude higher than SO4

�� and �OH
concentrations (9.8 � 10�11 and 5.2 � 10�12 mol�L�1�s�1) in the
C-Cu-MXene/PMS system. Obviously, large amounts of 1O2 were
generated in the SA-Cu-MXene/PMS and C-Cu-MXene/PMS system.
Na2CO3 was selected to scavenge O2

�� [37]. As shown in Fig. S8 in
6

Appendix A, the SMX degradation rate remained almost unchanged
in the presence of Na2CO3 in the three Cu-decorated MXene/PMS
systems within 120 min. Apparently, O2

�� also played a negligible
role in the process of SMX degradation.

The relative contribution of SO4
��, �OH, and 1O2 to SMX degrada-

tion was then estimated using Eqs. (S9)–(S11) in Appendix A. The
obtained results are shown in Fig. 4(h). The second-order rate con-
stants for the reaction of SMX with SO4

��, �OH, and 1O2 were pre-
sented in Appendix A Table S4. In general, 1O2 played an
insignificant role in the abatement of contaminants (contribution
� 0). Notably, SO4

�� played a dominant role in the SA-Cu-MXene
and C-Cu-MXene activated PMS systems (contribution > 90%).
The contribution of �OH was negligible in the SA-Cu-MXene and
C-Cu-MXene activated PMS systems. Consistently, SO4

�� and �OH
contributed 71.9% and 28.1% to SMX degradation in the F-Cu-
MXene/PMS system. Obviously, a large amount of 1O2 was pro-
duced in the C-Cu-MXene/PMS system, but it did not play a signif-
icant role in contaminant degradation. However, pollutants were
degraded through the SO4

�� oxidation with strong ability.
In summary, radical pathways (i.e., SO4

�� and �OH) played major
roles in SMX degradation in the SA-Cu-MXene, C-Cu-MXene, and F-
Cu-MXene/PMS systems. The steady-state concentrations of 1O2

were 3.9 � 10�10, 1.6 � 10�9, and 8.8 � 10�11 mol�L�1�s�1, which
is higher than those of SO4

�� and �OH in the corresponding three
Cu-decorated MXene systems. The contribution of SO4

�� oxidation
to SMX degradation was 90.4%, 97.3%, and 71.9% with the Cu distri-
bution pattern changed from single atom to films. It is worth not-
ing that SO4

�� with high redox potential contributed to a higher
reaction rate of SMX in the C-Cu-MXene/PMS system. On the con-
trary, the 1O2 oxidation routes contributed negligibly to SMX
degradation in the three Cu-decorated MXene/PMS systems.

3.4. Evaluation of bond length, adsorption energy, and electron density

The optimization configurations of SA-Cu-MXene, C-Cu-MXene,
and F-Cu-MXene samples were shown in Figs. 5(a)–(c). DFT theory
calculation predicted changes in the bond length of OAO (lO–O) and
adsorption energy (Eads) of PMS molecules with stable adsorption
of PMS on the Cu-decorated MXene. The Eads of PMS on the SA-
Cu-MXene, C-Cu-MXene, and F-Cu-MXene surfaces were �4.236,
�5.435, and �3.548 eV, respectively. Therefore, PMS tends to pre-
fer to adsorb on the C-Cu-MXene surface for activation. Clearly, the
lO–O value of PMS adsorption on C-Cu-MXene (lO–O = 1.476 Å) was
higher than those obtained on SA-Cu-MXene (lO–O = 1.469 Å) and F-
Cu-MXene (lO–O = 1.462 Å). In comparison with the O–O bond
length of PMSmolecules (lO–O = 1.332 Å) in a vacuum, the extended
O–O bond of PMS adsorbed on the C-Cu-MXene indicated that the
PMS molecules could be better activated. Subsequently, the cleav-
age of the O–O bond in PMS was ready to produce ROS.

The electron density distribution between PMS and Cu-
decorated MXene was further explored by electron density differ-
ence (EDD) analysis. EDD was defined as:

DqðrÞ ¼ qsystemðrÞ � qsurfaceðrÞ � qHSO�
5
ðrÞ ð2Þ

where qsystemðrÞ, qsurfaceðrÞ, andqHSO�
5
ðrÞ are the electronic densities

of Cu-decorated MXene/PMS, Cu-decorated MXene, and PMS,
respectively.

The charge density difference and the number of electron trans-
fers between different Cu-decorated MXene models and PMS were
presented in Figs. 5(d)–(e). A strong redistribution of electron den-
sity could be observed between the Cu atoms of Cu-decorated
MXene models and the O atoms of HSO5

� (Cu ? O). Based on the
electron transfer calculated by Bader [17], the electron transfer (Q)
between Cu-decorated MXene and PMS could be obtained (QSA-Cu-

MXene = 0.923 e, QC-Cu-MXene = 1.056 e, and QF-Cu-MXene = 0.847 e).



Fig. 4. EPR spectra of (a) 1O2 in the presence of TEMP, (b) �OH/SO4
�� in the presence of DMPO, (c) O2

�� in the presence of DMPO, degradation of NB, BA, and FFA in the Cu-based
catalytic PMS systems: (d) SA-Cu-MXene, (e) C-Cu-MXene, and (f) F-Cu-MXene with corresponding kinetic rate constants inserted; (g) steady-state concentration of active
species; (h) contribution of oxidative species to SMX degradation. Reaction conditions: T = 25 �C; pH = 7.4 C0(catalyst) = 0.5 g�L�1; C0(PMS) = 1.2 mmol�L�1; C0-
(SMX) = 15 mg�L�1. a.u.: arbitrary unit.
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Fig. 5. Optimization configurations of (a) SA-Cu-MXene, (b) C-Cu-MXene, and (c) F-Cu-MXene and electron density difference and the number of electron transfer between
(d) SA-Cu-MXene, (e) C-Cu-MXene, (f) F-Cu-MXene, and PMS (the yellow and cyan colors represent the electron accumulation and deletion, respectively).
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Obviously, the interaction between HSO5
� and Cu atoms in C-Cu-

MXene was stronger, demonstrating that PMS is prone to adsorb
at the Cu position of C-Cu-MXene. No obvious electron density
redistribution was observed between the Cu and O atoms on the
MXene substrate. Hence, the C-Cu-MXene promoted PMS activation,
in which the loaded Cu cluster was the main active site.

Activation pathways of PMS on SA-Cu-MXene, C-Cu-MXene,
and F-Cu-MXene surfaces as well as adsorption energy between
catalysts and PMS at different stages were illustrated in Fig. 6.
The reaction energy of PMS absorbed on the C-Cu-MXene (DE =
� 6.435 eV) was more negative than those of SA-Cu-MXene
(DE = � 4.236 eV), and F-Cu-MXene (DE = � 3.548 eV). From the
view of thermodynamic feasibility, the present findings confirm
that C-Cu-Mxene was more inclined to the first reaction step.

The adsorption energy values of SA-Cu-MXene (DE = � 4.539
eV) and F-Cu-MXene (DE = � 4.067 eV) were more negative than
that of C-Cu-MXene (DE = � 3.878 eV) sample in step 3, demon-
strating that PMS in C-Cu-MXene/PMS system had more difficulty
in adsorption. However, it was easier for SO4

�� to desorb from the C-
Cu-MXene/PMS system, resulting in higher concentration than SA-
Cu-MXene and F-Cu-MXene activated PMS systems. Noticeably,
only partial catalyst-OH could react with PMS, generating
catalyst-1O2. The remaining catalyst-OH desorbed and produced
�OH. Conversely, the adsorption energy in step 5 in C-Cu-MXene/
PMS was the most negative (DESA-Cu-MXene = � 3.165 eV,
DEC-Cu-MXene = � 3.576 eV, and DEF-Cu-MXene = � 2.051 eV), which
is an indication that the generated 1O2 at the catalyst sites was
the most likely to desorb. Overall, the concentration of oxidative
species in the C-Cu-MXene/PMS system was the highest.

3.5. Degradation routes and toxicity changes with different Cu
distribution patterns

As shown in Appendix A Fig. S9, the removal efficiencies of TOC
were 48.2%, 55.6%, and 34.5% within 120 min in SA-Cu-MXene,
8

C-Cu-MXene and F-Cu-MXene activated PMS systems, respec-
tively. Clearly, the higher mineralization rate of SMX was obtained
in the C-Cu-MXene/PMS system, which might be attributed to the
larger contribution of SO4

��. The possible degradation routes of SMX
were proposed based on LC–MS analysis. As depicted in Fig. 7,
some intermediates such as P1–P3, P5, and P8–P16 appeared dur-
ing SMX degradation. Notably, more special intermediates includ-
ing P4, P6, P7, and P8 were generated in the C-Cu-MXene/PMS
system. The pathway of SMX degradation might be more complex
with C-Cu-MXene activation compared to SA-Cu-MXene and F-Cu-
MXene activation. As presented in Fig. 4(h), SO4

�� played a domi-
nant role in SMX degradation. According to previous reports, the
sulfonamide bond (SAN bond), methyl (ACH3) group in isoxazole,
and an amine group (ANH2) in the benzene ring might be the pre-
ferred sites to be attacked in SMX [38,39]. Four pathways of SMX
degradation in the Cu-decorated MXene/PMS systems were pro-
posed (Fig. 7). For P1, the S–N bond in SMX was attacked by oxida-
tive species and cleaved, forming P1 and P2. Note that little P2 was
detected in the C-Cu-MXene/PMS system, being attributed to the
ring-opening conversion of partial P2 to less toxic P4. The higher
contribution of SO4

�� oxidative species in the C-Cu-MXene/PMS sys-
tem possessed strong oxidative ability, hence promoting the open-
ing of the isoxazole ring.

In addition, the benzene ring in SMX was prone to hydroxylate
(pathways 1 and 2). During this hydroxylation, the solubility of
pollutants could be improved, which can be beneficial for SMX
degradation. Obviously, SMX and corresponding degradation inter-
mediates were more likely to be hydroxylated in the C-Cu-MXene/
PMS system. For instance, the signals of P6 and P7 could only be
detected in the C-Cu-MXene/PMS system, which might be ascribed
to the simultaneous appearance of SO4

�� and �OH. The SO4
�� reacted

with electron-rich organic moieties (e.g., aniline) through single-
electron transfer and then produced radical cations [36]. Radical
cations reacted with water rapidly through hydroxyl extraction
or addition reactions, forming hydroxylated intermediates.



Fig. 6. Proposed mechanism of oxidative species production via PMS activation with different catalysts.

Fig. 7. Possible pathways of SMX degradation by Cu-decorated MXene/PMS systems. m/z: mass-to-charge ratio.
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Remarkably, the mono hydroxylation was prone to occur at the
ortho-position of –NH2 in the benzene ring of SMX (P7, P9, and
P11). This phenomenon could be attributed to the electron-
9

donating effect of –NH2 and the electron-withdrawing effect
of –SO2–NH [36]. Furthermore, the hydroxyl group could increase
the electron density of contaminants, activating aromatic rings.
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Therefore, monohydroxylated products could be further attacked
by electrophilic species, generating polyhydroxylated compounds
(e.g., P12).

In pathway 3, reactive species (mainly SO4
�� and �OH) attacked

SMX, resulting in the oxidation of the amine group in the benzene
ring and the cleavage of the C–C bond in the isoxazole ring. Then,
P13 was formed, which was further converted to P14 through the
cleavage of the C–N bond. P16 and P17 could be detected in the
three Cu-decorated MXene/PMS systems, being ascribed to the
amino-coupling of SMX molecules (pathway 4). Subsequently,
P16 was further hydroxylated to P17. In comparison with SA-Cu-
MXene and F-Cu-MXene activated PMS systems, the C-Cu-
MXene/PMS system produced fewer intermediates with high m/z
value. Obviously, the C-Cu-MXene/PMS system exhibited a higher
degradation degree towards SMX with the co-existence of both
SO4

�� and �OH. Specifically, SO4
�� might attack the sulfonyl

group. Therefore, it was difficult to form coupling products in the
Fig. 8. Theoretical calculated developmental toxicity, bioconcentration factor,
mutagenicity, and oral rat LD50 of SMX and typical degradation intermediates in
C-Cu-MXene/PMS system.

Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of SMX degradation
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C-Cu-MXene system, and products with lower m/z values were
generated relatively.

To investigate the toxicity changes during SMX degradation in
different Cu-decorated MXene/PMS systems, the toxicity estima-
tion software tool based on quantitative structure–activity rela-
tionship models was applied [40,41]. The developmental toxicity,
bioconcentration factor, mutagenicity, and oral lethal dose (LD50)
values of SMX and typical oxidation intermediates in the C-Cu-
MXene/PMS were presented in Fig. 8. The toxicity changes of the
remaining intermediates in the three Cu-decorated MXene/PMS
systems were shown in Appendix A Fig. S10. SMX with develop-
mental toxicity value of 0.85 was considered as ‘‘developmental
toxicant (� 0.5)”. Most intermediates exhibited similar or lower
developmental toxicity values compared to SMX. Furthermore,
the four products only formed in the C-Cu-MXene/PMS system
exhibited relatively low developmental toxicity values, of which
P6 showed no developmental toxicity. Therefore, a greater reduc-
tion in developmental toxicity could be achieved after SMX degra-
dation in the C-Cu-MXene/PMS system, which was superior to the
SA-Cu-MXene and F-Cu-MXene/PMS systems. In addition, the bio-
concentration factors of all intermediates dropped compared to
those of SMX (Fig. S10(b)). The ‘‘mutagenicity negative (< 0.5)” of
SMX and its degradation intermediates were illustrated in
Fig. S10(c), revealing non-mutagenic properties. The oral rat LD50

index represented the number of chemicals that caused the death
of half of the rats after oral ingestion. The LD50 value of most inter-
mediates increased sharply, while only that of P7 decreased
slightly, implying a weakness in acute toxicity after SMX degrada-
tion (Fig. S10(d)). Generally, SMX degradation in the three Cu-
decorated MXene/PMS systems could be speculated as green pro-
cesses with less toxicity. Obviously, the C-Cu-MXene/PMS system
showed more advantages. However, a few toxic intermediates still
existed after SMX degradation. The catalytic oxidation systems
need to be further optimized.

Based on the above results, SMX degradation mechanisms with
different Cu distribution patterns were proposed in the PMS sys-
tems (Fig. 9). The radical route played a dominant role in the three
Cu-decorated MXene/PMS systems. SO4

�� attacked the aniline ring
in the Cu-decorated MXene/PMS systems.
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in SMX, resulting in the ring opening. Moreover, SO4
�� could react

with the electron-rich moiety of SMX. Subsequently, hydroxylated
intermediates were generated through hydroxyl group extraction
or addition reactions between radical cations and water molecules,
increasing the electron density of SMX. Therefore, the aromatic
rings were activated. SO4

�� with strong oxidation ability attacked
the isoxazole ring of SMX, which is beneficial for the formation
of less toxic products. Briefly, the C-Cu-MXene/PMS system
demonstrated great application potential in the field of water
treatment.
4. Conclusion

In this work, the metal distribution patterns of heterogeneous
catalysts were modified by controlling the ALD cycle number,
improving metal site utilization, and altering the reaction mecha-
nism. In detail, the SMX degradation efficiency in C-Cu-MXene/
PMS system was higher than that in SA-Cu-MXene and F-Cu-
MXene activated PMS systems. Generally, Cu distribution patterns
altered the types and concentrations of oxidative species, resulting
in changes in oxidative species’ contribution to SMX degradation.
The contribution of SO4

�� oxidation to SMX degradation was
90.4%, 97.3%, and 71.9% with the Cu distribution pattern changed
from single atom to films. Obviously, the three Cu-decorated
MXene/PMS systems exhibited different oxidation capacities for
contaminant degradation. Four different SMX degradation path-
ways were proposed in Cu-decorated MXene/PMS systems. Specif-
ically, four lower toxic intermediates were produced solely in the
C-Cu-MXene/PMS system. Both experimental investigations and
DFT calculations showed that the Cu cluster represented the active
sites on the C-Cu-MXene surface, which could adsorb PMS effec-
tively (Eads = � 5.435 eV) and prolong the OAO bond of PMS (from
1.332 Å in vacuum to 1.476 Å in adsorption). Explicitly, we fol-
lowed a novel strategy for designing heterogeneous catalysts,
and our findings revealed changes in the catalytic oxidation mech-
anisms induced by metal distribution patterns. Hence, catalysts
with different metal distribution configurations could be selected
according to the treatment demand of actual water. Subsequently,
the active species composition of a catalytic PMS system could be
controlled to improve oxidative selectivity. Furthermore, it was
conducive to make full use of ROS, saving metal-based catalysts
and the amount of the oxidant.
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